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Black phosphorus with near-superhydrophobic
properties and long-term stability in aqueous
media†
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Black phosphorus is a two-dimensional material that has potential

applications in energy storage, high frequency electronics and

sensing, yet it suffers from instability in oxygenated and/or aqueous

systems. Here we present the use of a polymeric stabilizer which

prevents the degradation of nearly 68% of the material in aqueous

media over the course of ca. 1 month.

Black phosphorus (BP) has attracted attention as an elemental
2D material.1–5 The material is comprised of a plane of sp3-
hybridised phosphorus atoms with tetrahedral bonding, which
results in a puckered lattice containing ‘armchair’ and ‘zig-zag’
directions. This leads to in-plane anisotropy in the physical and
electronic structure, which gives it intriguing photoelectronic
and thermoelectric properties.6 Additionally, the band gap
of BP can be tuned by simply varying the number of layers in
each flake – giving control from 0.3 eV (for bulk BP) to 1.5 eV
(for monolayer) with the additional benefit that the band gap
transitions are all direct in nature and thus strongly interact
with light.7,8 Additionally BP does not have to be monolayer to
perform well in devices such as transistors – for example the
carrier mobility of FETs as the active layer is in the range
102–103 cm2 V�1 s�1 for the BP thickness range 10–50 nm, and
decreases exponentially below 10 nm. Drain current in the
same devices tends to peak around 10 nm BP thickness.3

This adjustability, coupled with the aforementioned aniso-
tropy and high p-type carrier mobility make BP an exceptional
candidate for sensing, energy storage, water splitting and high
frequency electronics.9–15

There are currently two major methods for the generation
of nanomaterials: the so-called ‘top-down’ and ‘bottom-up’
approaches. For BP in particular, difficulties sourcing appro-
priate molecular precursors make ‘bottom-up’ methods such as
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) refractory,16 and thus ‘top-down’
routes are, at this juncture, predominant. These processes gene-
rally involve the cleavage of crystalline bulk BP into individual
layers, and the most successful subset of this methodology in
terms of potential scalability for production of free standing sheets
in solution for commercial exploitation is liquid phase exfoliation
(LPE).17

Initial efforts to produce few-layer black phosphorus (FL-BP)
by LPE made use of high boiling organic solvents, such as
N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP), dimethylformamide (DMF), dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMSO), and N-cyclohexyl-2-pyrrolidone (CHP),18–22 which
were based on methods which had been generally successful for
extant 2D materials such as graphene and h-BN. Indeed, the use
of these solvents was shown by Hersam to impart greater stability
in air compared with micromechanically (Scotch tape) exfoliated
BP, presumably due to surface adsorption of the residual
solvent.20 However, the use of these high-boiling solvents is
not particularly environmentally friendly, and are potentially hard
to remove downstream in an industrial process, and also have
drawbacks with use for biological applications due to toxicity.
Therefore, attention moved to consider the use of aqueous media
for processing BP by LPE.

However, BP is prone to hydrolysis to inorganic phosphate in
aqueous media due to the energetic gain made by the formation
of PQO bonds by oxophilic phosphorus; Coleman et al. have
demonstrated that black phosphorus nanosheets degrade in
CHP doped with water.19 Hersam and co-workers reported that
stable dispersions of BP may be obtained by LPE using sodium
dodecyl sulfate (SDS) surfactant in aqueous media, and although
no temporal stability data was presented, the material is stable
within time-to-analysis.23 Zhang et al. have stabilized BP flakes on
graphene oxide substrates24 or coating the surface of the BP with
Ag+ ions.25 We have previously reported that exfoliation in aqueous
1% w/v Triton X-100 (TX-100, C14H22O(C2H4O)n where n = 9–10)
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gives BP dispersions with an observed lifetime of ca. 500 h but
unfortunately we also observed that the TX-100 stabilized BP sol
in water experiences ca. 80% total degradation (i.e. only 20%
remains as BP over time as-measured by a range of spectroscopic
techniques such as 31P NMR and inductively coupled plasma
optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES), with the nanosheets
degrading to phosphate species; we concluded that these materials
have a ‘shelf life’ in terms of their potency.26 Therefore there is
a need to produce stable dispersions of black phosphorus
nanosheets in aqueous media that exhibit long term stability
that can potentially be used for a myriad of new applications.

Recently we proposed, in a review article regarding solution
processing and stability of black phosphorus, the use of extre-
mely hydrophobic surfactants which may be able to protect BP
in aqueous media.17 In this paper we now present a fluorinated
surfactant, Zonyls 7950 (Z7950) which is used for exfoliation of
BP in aqueous media, that leads to BP sols that are comparable
in stability to BP dispersed in anhydrous organic solvents. We
also immobilize this material on a PVDF membrane and show that
the nanostructured composite exhibits near-superhydrophobic
properties which are superior in hydrophobicity to that of Teflon.

We prepared suspensions of BP nanosheets by sonicating 100 mg
of bulk BP in 15 mL of a degassed aqueous solution containing
1% w/v Z7950 (MeC(CH2)CO2(CH2)2(CF2)nCF3) for 36 h (ultrasonic
bath, 820 W across four horns operating at 37 kHz frequency and
30% power, cooled to o30 1C throughout). This sample was then
centrifuged at 1046g (3000 rpm, rotor length 10.4 cm) for 30 min to
remove any unexfoliated material. Raman spectroscopy of the flakes
show the characteristic optical modes of black phosphorus at 361,
438 and 465 cm�1 (Fig. 1a).

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images show that the flakes
are 17.1� 2.1 nm (N = 50) in height and 0.324� 0.03 mm (N = 50)

in length (Fig. 1b and Fig. S3, S4, ESI†). We note that the flakes
in the images are not especially well defined, but this is to be
expected owing to the presence of an organic surfactant on the
surface of the flakes. We minimised the amount of surfactant
residue by rinsing samples after deposition and included only
those features which could unambiguously be considered nano-
flakes, based on defined shapes and edges characteristic of
inorganic particles rather than non-crystalline organics. This
may have led to a slight overestimate of the average size as it is
more difficult to identify extremely small particles.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) characterization
of the surface of the as-prepared flakes shows a number of
interesting features in the C and P regions of the spectrum
(Fig. 1c and d). In the P region, there seems minimal oxidation
of the BP material, bearing in mind the exfoliation is performed
in water and we therefore suggest that hydrolysis of the BP has
been minimised. In the C region, there is striking evidence of the
fluorinated polymer bound to the surface of the BP nanosheets
by the appearance of peaks corresponding to CF3, CF2 and C–O
groups of Zonyl 7950.

Electron microscopy shows that the obtained flakes are
relatively large in size (Fig. 2c) and high resolution transmission
electron microscope (HRTEM) images indicate that the flakes are
high quality single crystals (Fig. 2a). The fast Fourier transforms
(FFT) of atomic resolution images can be indexed to black
phosphorus viewed along the [100] zone axis (Fig. 2b). Energy
dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectrum imaging reveals that the fluorine
signal is co-localized with the phosphorus signal, suggesting that
the BP flakes are coated in Z7950, presumably by physisorption of
the non-polar fluorine chains (Fig. 2d and e).

We assessed the stability of the BP sheets over time by
measuring the optical absorbance at 465 nm (Fig. 3). This
established technique uses the light scattering of the BP colloid
to assess the potency of the solution as phosphate degradation

Fig. 1 Characterization of as-prepared BP nanosheets from liquid phase
exfoliation of bulk BP in 1% w/v Zonyl 7950. (a) Raman spectrum of BP
nanosheets showing the characteristic optical phonons at 361, 438 and
465 cm�1. (b) AFM of as-prepared BP nanosheets, with z = 17.1 � 2.1 nm
(N = 50). (c) High resolution XP spectrum of the phosphorus region of BP
nanosheets, showing minimal oxidized species (Pox). (d) High resolution
XP spectrum of the carbon region of BP nanosheets, showing the presence
of CF3, CF2 and C–O, all associated with the binding of Z7950 to BP.

Fig. 2 (a) HRTEM image and (b) the associated fast Fourier transform
(FFT). The FFT indexes to black phosphorus viewed down the [001] zone axis.
(c) High angle annular dark field scanning transmission electron microscope
(HAADF STEM) image of freshly prepared FL-BP. EDX spectrum imaging of the
region shown in (c) was used to produce maps of P (d) and F (e) demonstrating
colocalization of P and F. (f) Comparison of spectra taken from the flake in (c)
(shown in blue) and from the surrounding carbon support (shown in red),
further demonstrate that F is spatially co-localised with P.
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products do not absorb in this region of the electromagnetic
spectrum. The degradation curve was fitted to the empirical
first-order decay (eqn (1)) used previously by both Coleman
et al.,18 and Lewis and co-workers to assess solution phase BP
degradation:23

At=A0 ¼ Astable þ Aunstablee
�tt (1)

where At and A0 are the absorbance at time t and time zero
respectively, Astable is the absorbance caused by flakes that do
not degrade, Aunstable is the absorbance caused by flakes that are
degraded, t is the time (in hours) and t is therefore the observed
lifetime of the nanosheets. It was found that this equation is a
good fit to the absorbance data, corresponding to a lifetime of
110 h, whilst ca. 68% of the flakes remain undegraded over the
course of 650 h (ca. 1 month). This level of stability is unprece-
dented in an aqueous system, and is on par with that of
anhydrous organic systems such as the BP-CHP system reported
by Coleman and co-workers.19

Raman spectroscopy of the flakes after 650 h demonstrates
the same shifts at 361, 438 and 465 cm�1 as seen in the starting
material (ESI,† Fig. S1). There was negligible decrease in the
A1

g/A2
g ratio observed (0.36 vs. 0.34), and is well within the limits

of this ratio for unoxidised material as-proposed by Favron
et al. (0.2–0.6).27,28 High angle annular dark field scanning
transmission electron microscope (HAADF STEM) images show
that the flake height and width of the aged flakes is smaller
than freshly exfoliated ones (ESI,† Fig. S1).

The processing route that we describe, with the character-
ization data alongside the stability data, strongly suggests that
BP is stabilized in solution by adsorption of extremely hydro-
phobic Z7950 onto the phosphorus basal plane, which precludes
the ingress of water and arrests degradation from hydrolytic
pathways. Similarly, Beton and co-workers have recently shown
that bulk BP is amenable to stabilization by the adsorption of
polymeric networks upon its surface.29 Hirsch et al. have also

shown that adsorption of perylene diimide can stabilize BP by
adsorption.30 We are currently investigating the mode of binding
and how this relates to stabilization of BP.

We measured the water contact angle (WCA) of deionized
water on the BP flakes to provide further evidence that the
fluorinated surfactant forms a hydrophobic barrier on the flakes’
surface. BP was immobilized and washed on a polyvinylidene
fluoride (PVDF) membrane. The contact angle of deionized water
on the BP-PVDF nanocomposite membrane was then measured
(Fig. 4). The surface of the membrane initially displays a WCA
in air of ca. 147.9 � 0.51 in three different areas, approaching
super-hydrophobicity (41501) as shown in Fig. 4a. The WCA on
phosphorene was monitored as a function of time and decreased
negligibly after 5 minutes as shown in Fig. 4b. This constant
hydrophobicity, corresponds to the Cassie impregnation wetting
model as a liquid is impregnated into a surface of the BP
membrane.31,32 This indicates that the surface of the mem-
brane has a nanoscale texture upon which the droplets sit, and
explains why the phosphorene membrane has a WCA that is
near-superhydrophobic and much greater than that of Teflon
(polytetrafluoroethylene, WCA B 1101). In longer tests (t 4 10 min)
it was observed that the contact angle drops to ca. 1001 (ESI,†
Fig. S2). We note that Ruoff and Sutter reported that the WCA
of pristine BP is 991, whilst oxidized material is hydrophilic
(WCA B 41).33 We therefore tentatively suggest that this
reduction in WCA over time corresponds to the Z7950 being
washed off the flakes by the water droplet, revealing a close to
pristine BP surface. Hence, not only does the surfactant stabi-
lize the BP in solution thus allowing storage as a colloidal
suspension, but the surfactant can be washed away to reveal
pristine BP which is important for electronics applications as
surfactants are usually insulating species that stymie device
performance by isolation of the material from charge carriers
and electrical contacts.

In conclusion, we have been able to stabilize few-layer black
phosphorus in aqueous media through the addition of a
fluorinated surfactant, Zonyl 7950. The obtained material has

Fig. 3 Stability of BP flakes in solution. (a) The degradation of FL-BP flakes
in aqueous 1% w/v Z7950 determined by the ratio of optical absorption at
465 nm at time t and time zero. The observed lifetime from the fitted decay is
around 110 h, whilst ca. 68% of the flakes remains undegraded over a period
of ca. 1 month in this media. Inset: Data fitting and R2. (b) UV-Vis absorption
data used to construct the plot in (a).

Fig. 4 Contact angle measurements on a PVDF membrane with BP
immobilized at the surface. (a) Plot of contact angle (1) over time for a drop
of deionized water on the BP supported by PVDF membrane. (b) Optical
images (CCD camera) of the contact angle of a deionised water droplet on
the BP-coated membrane at t = 0 and 5 min.
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a decay constant of 110 h, and after 4 weeks ca. 70% of the
material remains stable in solution. We have shown through
EDX and XPS spectroscopy and contact angle measurement
that the flakes are coated in the surfactant. Immobilisation of
this hydrophobic nanocomposite onto PVDF membranes leads
to the formation of a near superhydrophobic membrane. We
believe that the formation of this water stable solution of BP is a
significant step to realizing some of the breathtaking potential
applications of this exciting material.
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